Seamless collaboration for today’s learning spaces

The Intel Unite® solution
Share content, facilitate student engagement, and increase collaboration—
it’s all easy and possible with the Intel Unite® solution

Innovation designed for teaching and learning

Share content
seamlessly and
wirelessly on any
screen or device

Display up to four
presentations
simultaneously
for collaborative
learning

Easily annotate
content to increase
engagement and
understanding

Moderate
collaboration
sessions with
built-in controls
for teachers

Create a simple yet
secure connection
for teachers and
students with
flexible PIN

IT simplified

Help secure
Centrally deploy,
customize, and content shared on
Intel Unite with
manage the Intel
end-to-end
Unite solution
encryption
through the Intel
Unite admin portal

Access nearreal-time data
for tracking
and insight on
classroom usage

Help lower costs
with a scalable
solution that has no
recurring monthly or
annual license fees

A simpler way to create a rich,
active learning experience

Leverage your reliable
existing infrastructure
and customize
the interface for
your school and
classrooms

Mixed environments
are no hassle ...
everyone can learn
Chromebooks*
PCs with Windows* and Linux*
Macs*
iPads*
Android* tablets

Now there’s one collaboration solution for a breadth of
devices, operating systems, and many education plugins.

Windows* 7, 8.1, and 10
OS X*
iOS*
Chrome* OS
Android*
Linux*

FlatFrog*
Touch screen
displays and
smartboards

Zoom* and Skype*
for Business

Elmo and
HoverCam

Unified communication
apps for distance
learning, team teaching,
and guest speakers

Leading
document
cameras

See the growing list of apps for the Intel Unite solution
at uniteappshowcase.intel.com.

Integrated. Easy. Cost-effective.

1

An Intel® Core™ vPro™
processor-powered PC—
enabled for the Intel Unite®
solution—serving as a hub
in learning spaces

+

2

The Intel Unite® app,
which is a small client
app available on a
breadth of devices

+

3

A lightweight service
which orchestrates and
manages the solution
across devices and hubs
throughout the network

Deliver immersive learning
Discover the collaboration solution designed for the K–12 and higher education experience.
Learn more at intel.com/unite.
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